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The Commissioner’s Power to Redress
Systematic Club Mismanagement
By Stephen F. Ross

T

he sports league commissioner is a
unique office: its holder is selected
by owners of clubs participating in a
competition; these owners, who otherwise
reserve to themselves all rights to govern
the competition, nonetheless delegate to the
commissioner broad powers to take action
in the “best interests” of the sport.1 This
power was specifically and immediately
1 See, e.g., Rose v. Giamatti, 721 F.Supp. 906,
917 (S.D. Ohio 1989) (Commissioner’s investigation of manager’s wrongdoing sufficiently
independent from manager’s club that club’s
citizenship was disregarded in finding diversity
jurisdiction in federal court).

envisioned to give baseball’s first commissioner, the legendary K. M. Landis, the
power to decisively restore integrity to the
national pastime after the Black Sox scandal.
However, the commissioner’s power has
evolved over time to include a wide variety
of activities that interfere with the sports’
best interests. Most recently, MLB Commissioner Selig took bold action in refusing
to approve a long-term local television rights
contract between the Los Angeles Dodgers
and a regional sports network, the terms of
which threatened the long-term viability of
the once-proud and still venerable franchise.
This essay suggests that a league comSee The Commissioner’s on Page 16

What Sports Organizations Can Learn
From Oprah?
By Scott A. Andresen

I

t seems intuitive that when an organization hires a vendor to provide services, it
naturally owns the results of those services.
While this is true a vast majority of the time,
it is not necessarily true when it comes to one
of the most important areas to any organization—intellectual property. Unless certain
conditions are present, your organization may
not even own the headshots, game photos
and other photography that it is paying for.1

1 While this article will focus on the issues of
photography, its lessons also apply to graphic
artists, logo designers, website builders and
other similar “creative vendors” that are often
hired by sports organizations.

As a Chicagoan, it has been ingrained
into my thought process since the mid1980’s that there is only one place to turn
when one is looking to identify and resolve
a problem: Oprah. The case of Natkin v.
Winfrey, 111 F. Supp. 2d 1003 (N.D.
Ill.) provides an excellent discussion of
the conditions under which an organization owns (or doesn’t own) photography
created at its behest.
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Background

For almost a decade, The Oprah Winfrey
Show hired two “live event” photographers to take pictures at tapings of the
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Judge Grants Summary Judgment to
Citi Field Operator in Contract Dispute

A

federal judge from the Eastern District
of New York has sided with the Queens
Ballpark Company (QBC), LLC, which
operates Citi Field (the baseball stadium of
the New York Mets), in a contract dispute
with a vendor.
In short, the court eschewed a more
expansive view of the contract between
the parties that would have allowed the
vendor, Kosher Sports, Inc. (KSI), “to sell
its products at each and every Mets game.”
The claim centered on the allegation
of KSI, a vendor of kosher food products,
that QBC breached their contract and
tortiously interfered with the contractual
arrangement between KSI and Aramark
Sports and Entertainment Services, LLC,
QBC’s concessionaire.
More specifically, the plaintiff complained, among other things, that the
defendant had improperly prevented
the plaintiff from distributing its kosher
products at games occurring at Citi Field
during the Jewish Sabbath, i.e., on Friday
evenings and Saturdays.
The defendant countered that it was
Aramark’s decision “to deny the plaintiff ’s
request to operate on the Jewish Sabbath.”
Both sides moved for summary judgment, leading to the instant opinion.
“KSI’s motion for partial summary
judgment is denied; QBC’s motion for
summary judgment dismissing KSI’s claims
is granted,” wrote the court. “The contract
does not, as KSI argues, ‘give KSI the right to
sell its products at all events during the tenyear term of the Agreement.’ The contract
principally covers advertising, not product
vending issues. KSI’s product-selling rights
are the subject of a separate agreement
between KSI and Aramark, which is not
a party to this suit. The contract’s passing
reference to ‘product distribution rights,’
read in context, does not grant KSI any
right against QBC to sell its products at
the stadium; the language refers to QBC’s

promise to prohibit Aramark from selling
other brands of kosher products. And the
fact that the contract grants KSI the right
to advertise its products in one message on
the scoreboard ‘during each Mets regular
season home game’ does not, as KSI argues,
provide the right to sell its products at each
and every Mets game. The contract was
not modified by an oral agreement; none
of the extrinsic evidence proffered warrants
a change in the result.
“QBC’s cross-motion for summary
judgment against KSI for breach of the
contract is granted. An ‘action for breach of
contract requires proof of (1) a contract; (2)
performance of the contract by one party;
(3) breach by the other party; and (4) damages.’ First Investors Corp. v. Liberty Mut.
Ins. Co., 152 F.3d 162, 168 (2d Cir. 1998)
All of these elements have been established
beyond peradventure.
“With respect to QBC’s damages, it appears that KSI made the payments required
of it in 2009, made only the first payment
due in 2010, and then defaulted. The contract provides that in the event of a default,
QBC is entitled to ‘any .. . remedies which
may under the circumstances be available,’
and ‘interest on all unpaid sums at a rate
equal to the lesser of sixteen (16%) per
annum, or the highest rate allowed under
New York law’ in the event of a default by
KSI not remedied within three business
days of the provision of notice.” l
Kosher Sports, INC. v. Queens
Ballpark Company, LLC; E.D.N.Y.;
10-CV-2618 (JBW), 2012 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 21565; 2/21/12.
Attorneys of Record: (for plaintiff)
Edward Normand, Jason Cyrulnik,
Nathan Holcomb, Boies, Schiller
& Flexner LLP, Armonk, NY. (for
defendant) Avery S. Mehlman,
Jonathan L. Adler, LEAD ATTORNEYS, Herrick, Feinstein, LLP, New
York, NY.
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Penguins Face Lawsuit Over Text Message Campaign
By Gonzalo E. Mon

S

hortly after the Penguins finished battling the Flyers on the ice in the Stanley
Cup playoffs, they started a new battle off
the ice. On May 25, 2012, a consumer
filed a class action lawsuit against the Penguins, arguing that the team violated the
federal Telephone Consumer Protection
Act (TCPA) by sending him text messages
without consent. Although these types of
suits aren’t new, what’s unique about this
one is that the plaintiff did consent to
receive the messages — he just received
more than he expected.

Telephone Consumer
Protection Act
The TCPA was enacted in 1991 amidst
public frustration over telemarketing. A key
provision of the law makes it unlawful to

make a “call” to a mobile phone “using any
automatic telephone dialing system” unless
the caller has “the prior express consent of
the called party.” 47 U.S.C. § 227 (b)(1)
(A). The term “automatic telephone dialing
system” is defined as “equipment which
has the capacity (A) to store or produce
telephone numbers to be called, using a
random or sequential number generator,
and (B) to dial such numbers.” Id. § 227
(a)(1).
The TCPA has been used to attack many
text message campaigns. Although some
defendants have tried to convince courts
that a statute that governs “calls” and was
enacted before SMS was even invented
shouldn’t apply to text messages, courts
haven’t been persuaded. For example, in
2009, the Ninth Circuit held that the term
“calls” encompasses both voice calls and
“text calls,” and that the equipment used

to send text messages can constitute an
automatic telephone dialing system. See
Satterfield v. Simon & Schuster, 569 F.3d
946 (9th Cir. 2009).

Getting Consent
The first step in avoiding these types of
lawsuits is to get express consent from consumers before sending text messages. Not
all consents are equal, though. Fortunately,
the Mobile Marketing Association (MMA)
has published Consumer Best Practices
Guidelines that provide helpful advice. The
Guidelines are essentially a compilation of
legal requirements, carrier requirements,
and industry best practices. Although the
Guidelines don’t have the force of law, most
contracts in the mobile space require parties
to comply with the Guidelines.
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Penguins Face Lawsuit Over Text Message Campaign
Continued From Page 3

Among other things, the Guidelines
dictate what disclosures companies must
make when getting consent. For example,
online ads must include: (1) a disclosure
that message and data rates may apply;
(2) a resource, such as website or phone
number, where subscribers can find all
of the terms (if they aren’t all in the ad);
(3) the frequency of the messaging; (4)
instructions for obtaining help; and (5)
instructions for opting-out of a recurring
service. Pay attention to the third disclosure — that will be important shortly.

The Penguins Suit
The Penguins website invites consumers
to sign up to receive text message alerts
about big trades, breaking news, and
special offers. The disclosures required by
the MMA Guidelines appear immediately
below the invitation. The plaintiff in the

pending case claims that when he signed
up to receive text messages, those disclosures stated, in part: “By subscribing, you
consent to receiving, from time to time,
further text messages from us which may
include offers from us, our affiliates and
partners. Available on participating carriers. Maximum of 3 messages a week.”
Although the terms specifically stated
that subscribers would receive a “maximum” of three messages per week, the
plaintiff claims he received five messages in
the week between March 11 and March 17,
2012, and that he received four messages
in the week between March 18 and March
24, 2012. The plaintiff claims that the two
additional messages he received during the
first week and the one additional message
he received on the second week exceeded
the consent he had provided and, thus,
violated the TCPA.

The plaintiff argues that class members were harmed by having to pay their
wireless carriers for these additional text
messages and that they are entitled to a
minimum of $500 in statutory damages
for each violation of the TCPA. Moreover,
the plaintiff argues that because the defendant’s misconduct was willful and knowing, the court should treble the amount
of statutory damages. Lastly, the plaintiff
argues that the transmission of more than
three messages in a week constitutes a
breach of contract, entitling the class to
further damages.

Trends and Tips
This lawsuit is part of a troubling trend
in text message cases. Although the initial
lawsuits generally targeted SMS “spam,”
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Practical Considerations in Finding the Right Athlete to
Endorse Your Products
By Edward H. Schauder, Esq.

W

hen I was a kid I used to love
drinking Yoo-Hoo. The drink was
heavily promoted for years by the great Hall
of Famer Yogi Berra and I am sure now that
Yogi’s endorsement had something to do with
my love for Yoo-Hoo. Fast forward to 1994.
In 1994, I organized the 1969 Mets into
the Miracle of 1969 Enterprises to capitalize
on appearances, licensing, merchandising
and endorsement opportunities during the
25th anniversary of the Miracle Mets’ World
Championship. The head of Farmland Dairies reached out regarding the possibility of
having a group of the 1969 Mets promote
their milk at a series of supermarkets in the
metropolitan area. There was one catch;
there would be no deal unless Yogi Berra,
the coach of the 1969 Mets, would be one
of the athletes in attendance.
With full knowledge of Yogi’s ties to YooHoo I called him to discuss this opportunity.
I didn’t get very far when Yogi interrupted me
and said: “I don’t think that I can do a milk
deal because I’m with Yoo-Hoo.” Without
skipping a beat he continued, “How much
will they pay?” Yogi must have liked the answer because on the first day of appearances
for Farmland Dairies there was Yogi in the
VIP area mingling with guests.
For over a century companies have increased consumer recognition of brand by
using athletes to pitch their products. It is
estimated that companies spend almost $1
billion annually on athlete endorsements.
With so much at stake, the balance of this
article will focus on several practical considerations in finding the right athlete to endorse
a company’s product from the perspective of
both the company and the athlete.
Choosing the Right Athlete to Meet a
Company’s Objectives from the Company’s
Perspective.
A professional sports team has a first
round draft. Prior to selecting a particular

athlete, any prudent team will conduct
extensive due diligence on the various candidates and deploy its scouts to the various
Combines to watch potential candidates go
through rigorous physical drills and psychological testing. Teams will conduct detailed
background checks on the candidates and
speak with a candidate’s coaches and friends
before deciding to make a major financial
investment in an athlete. A team will also
consider their depth charts at various positions before making its choice.
A company that is considering making a
significant financial investment in an athlete
and entrusting that athlete with being the
face of its brand should conduct the same
level of intensive investigation and due
diligence in choosing the right spokesperson
for its brand. When advising companies
seeking an athlete to endorse its products it
is imperative to outline in writing its objectives and what it is intending to accomplish.
Critical considerations may include but are
not limited to:
●● What particular geographic market is
the company looking to launch in?
●● What particular product/brands is the
company trying to promote?
●● What is the demographic that the
company is trying to appeal to?
●● What is the advertising budget? How
many athletes within a particular sport
will endorse my product?
●● Does the athlete currently use my
product or be willing to try my product and stick with it?
●● Does an athlete already endorse a competing product?
●● By asking and answering these questions a company will be able to focus
on and be able to create a short “wish
list” of athletes.
While some might think that the foregoing exercise is an unnecessary, one would
be astonished how many times the athlete/

company endorsement relationship fails
before it starts because a company does not
do its homework. How many times do you
hear about an athlete that has signed a deal
to use a Louisville Slugger bat but mid-season
switches to a Mazuno bat? How often do we
read about an athlete endorsing a steak house
but he/she is a vegetarian? How many times
will a company reach out to a local athlete
to endorse a local business and the athlete
is traded? How often do we see athletes
endorsing competing products?
Once a company outlines its objectives
and creates a short list, a basic internet search
can provide a company with the additional
information that it needs to narrow down
its list. A client once asked me to reach out
to Dan Marino to see if he was willing to
endorse a pain relief product. As I started
to do my homework, a pop-up ad appeared
in which Mr. Marino was endorsing a
competing product! Something as simple
as an n internet search can save a company
the time and effort going down a dead-end
with a athlete and may prevent the company
from the embarrassment of entering into an
agreement when the athlete already endorses
a competing product.
Oftentimes, a short and candid conversation with an agent can save a company an
enormous amount of time. A few years ago, a
start-up beverage company developed a blend
of seven anti-oxidants and was marketing the
brand under the trademark “The Power of 7”.
They asked me to find athletes to endorse its
product for a New York launch. Then New
York Mets Shortstop Jose Reyes immediately
came to mind since he wore the #7. I reached
out to Mr. Reyes’ agent and it quickly became
apparent that Mr. Reyes wanted too much
upfront cash and the company was only willing to offer a certain amount of cash up front
with a significant equity kicker on the back
end. In addition, Mr. Reyes did not have a
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Considerations in Finding the Right Athlete to Endorse Your Products
Continued From Page 5

no-trade clause in his contract so there was
no assurance that he would definitely be in
New York when the product was ready to be
launched. As a result, my client needed to go
in a different direction.
The cash concept is especially important;
a company must be realistic about what it
can afford to pay an athlete. Many companies have small operating budgets offer an
athlete so much cash consideration that it has
no money left to implement its marketing
plan. On the flip side, a company may have
the financial ability to hire multiple current
players from a particular sport to endorse
their product. However, the use of personal
licensing rights for more than three active
players within a sport to endorse a particular
product the company must deal with the
sports’ players association which has exclusive
jurisdiction over group licensing deals.
Sometimes, it is important for an advisor
to get creative in finding the right athlete to
endorse a company’s product. When a vitamin company with a small operating budget
approached me to assist them in finding a
well-known athlete to launch its product in
Ohio, I knew that there was no way they
could afford Lebron James. Instead, I suggested that they reach out to a local retired
player in the Ohio area, Archie Griffin. Mr.
Griffin was a retired athlete, who had played
for the Cincinnati Bengals and who was a
two-time winner of the prestigious Heisman
Trophy at Ohio State. Often times a retired
player that has been out of the spotlight is a
less-expensive candidate. Another advantage
of using a retired player for a vitamin company is that the athlete was still within the
demographic that the client was targeting.
Even more important to the client, Mr. Griffin was serving as the Executive Director of
the Ohio State Buckeyes Alumni Association.
By clearly defining its objectives, developing a market plan and following a decisive
operational budget for athlete endorsements
a company has the stepping-stones to un-

derstanding their own needs, resources and
limitations and are ready to commence their
recruiting process. A company then must
conduct due diligence, developing and then
narrowing its “wish list”. By applying these
basic concepts a company should have little
difficulties finding the right current or former
player to endorse its product.
Choosing the Right Product to Endorse
from the Athlete’s Perspective.
Much the same way that a prudent company will conduct its due diligence to select
an ideal athlete, a prudent athlete should
similarly conduct its own due diligence on
the company and product which he/she is
being asked to endorse.
In advising athletes in endorsement agreements it is best to prepare a checklist of due
diligence considerations from the athlete’s
perspective. Such questions may include
but are not limited to:
●● Has the athlete endorsed, or invested
in, any competing product?
●● Has the athlete tried and genuinely
likes the product he/she is being asked
to endorse?
If the product to be endorsed is a nutritional supplement, food or beverage, what
assurance is there that the product does not
contain any banded substances?
If the company is paying the athlete in
cash installments or by issuing shares of
restricted stock, is the company financially
solvent?
What is the company’s marketing plan
and does it have the economic ability to
implement its plan?
First and foremost, an athlete and his or
her adviser must keep careful track of all
of the athlete’s existing endorsements (and
investments in the athlete’s portfolio) to
ensure that the potential endorsement will
not conflict with any existing endorsement
deals or significant investments. Failure to
do so could prove to be very embarrassing

for the athlete and the company. In an article
written by Ben Maller, which appeared in
The Post Game on July 21, 2012, Michael
Vick was criticized for entering into “exclusive” advertising agreements with competing
nutrition companies. Similarly, New York
Yankees Alex Rodriguez put himself in an
embarrassing predicament when he signed
an endorsement deal in June 2011 with
Vita Coco when he was already a long-time
investor in another rival coconut water brand
called Zico. The foregoing mistakes, are easily
avoidable when companies and athletes ask
the right questions and conduct basic due
diligence before entering into an endorsement relationship.
It is equally important that an athlete
tries the product and genuinely believes in
the merchandise that he/she is being asked
to endorse. If a professional athlete enters
into a major sneaker contract with Nike, for
example, but is photographed in public (or
worse playing) wearing a rival company’s
sneakers, this could have significant adverse
financial consequences for the athlete under
the endorsement agreement. If an athlete
is paid significant money to be the public
face of a product, the athlete must believe
in it since the athlete will likely become
synonymous with that product.
Some words of extreme caution- if an
athlete has been approached to endorse
any beverage, food or nutritional product,
the athlete should refrain from sampling
that product until the athlete is completely
comfortable that such product does not
contain any banned substances under the
rules and regulations of that athlete’s league
or athletic association. There are several
independent organizations such as NSF or
Informed-Choice that tests products and
then certifies that such products do not
contain any banned substances. Athletes
should insist that products which they are
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Considerations in Finding the Right Athlete to Endorse Your Products
Continued From Page 6

being asked to endorse go through such
independent testing and certification before
the athlete tries the product.
It is also imperative for an athlete or their
representative to do financial due diligence
on a company that approaches an athlete
for an endorsement and to conduct a full
background check on the principals of the
company. If the company is a public company, the athlete’s adviser should review the
company’s recent public filings with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission’s to
ensure the company has sufficient capital to
honor its compensation arrangements with
the athlete and also to implement its marketing plan. It can be a cause of humiliation to
an athlete’s reputation to lend his or her name
to a company only to then have that company
fail. Athletes or their representatives MUST
carefully review a company’s finances. If a
company is financially unstable, a representa-

tive might find alternative ways to structure
the deal-perhaps with a personal guaranty
of a stockholder or money being placed in
escrow-so that sufficient funds are available
to compensate the athlete and implement
the company’s marketing plan. Similarly,
if an athlete is willing to take a chance to
endorse a product for a struggling company,
the athlete’s representative should be sure to
build into the endorsement agreement clear
covenants and events of default that would
excuse future performance(s) under certain
specified circumstances and allow the athlete
to, thereafter, endorse competing products.
I have always advocated that athletes
should conduct background checks on a
company’s executive team. Perhaps no athlete took this suggestion more literally than
New York Yankee Mariano Rivera. Before
agreeing to endorse a beverage product for
a client, Mr. Rivera and his agent insisted

that the company’s CEO and his advisors fly
to Tampa, Florida to meet with them face
to face. I will never forget the look in Mr.
Rivera’s eyes when he suddenly peered at the
CEO -as if he was an opposing batter in the
9th inning of a one-run game- and asked the
CEO: “Tell me all about yourself and why I
should endorse your company’s product?” l

Edward H. Schauder is an attorney
at Sichenzia Ross Friedman Ference
LLP in New York. Schauder is one
of the foremost experts in organizing
groups of athletes (either players or team
alumni associations) that are designed
to generate revenue opportunities that
currently do not exist. Schauder, an
expert in sports licensing and sponsorships, was assisted in the article by
Max Frumkes and Christine Frost
For further information, contact him
at eschauder@srff.com.
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I Don’t Care if I Never Get Back:
Catastrophic Injury at the Ballpark
By R. Douglas Manning, Ph.D. Candidate, University of New Mexico

O

n July 23, 2003, four-year-old Emilio
Crespin and his family attended a minor league (AAA) baseball game between the
Albuquerque Isotopes and the New Orleans
Zephyrs at Isotopes Park. Prior to the game
between the Dodgers’ and Astros’ affiliates,
young Emilio was struck in the head by a
homerun ball during batting practice. The
child and his family were in the left field
picnic area to attend a pre-game party hosted
for a Little League team by the Isotopes. The
picnic area is in fair territory but angled so
that they did not face the field; the picnic
table seating was perpendicular to the field
of play. It was alleged that batting practice
began without warning, public address announcement, or caution from stadium staff.
The victim was hit on the top right portion

of his head by the baseball as he began to eat
his hotdog and drink, and injuries sustained
from the impact of the baseball included a
fractured skull and permanent disability due
to brain damage (Edward C. v. Albuquerque
Baseball Club, LLC, et al., 2010).
The state of New Mexico adheres to
comparative negligence in which, “…
the percentage of responsibility of the
victim (plaintiff) and the percentage
of responsibility of the person or
agency (defendant) that contributed
to the harm are balanced in a formula”
(Clement, 2004, p. 25). Based on
premises liability, baseball spectators
are considered to be business invitees
(Cotten & Wolohan, 2010, p. 43)
and are owed a duty of care and the
greatest level of safety and security by
the owner/operator of the stadium. In

order for negligence litigation to proceed, all four elements of negligence
must be satisfied (Clement, 2004, p.
15). They include a duty or relationship; a breach or violation of this duty;
an injury to the victim; and proximate
cause, which states that the injury was
a direct result of the breach of duty.
Projectiles, which may include batted
and/or thrown balls, as well as bats
leaving the field at baseball games is
a foreseeable event. Foreseeability is
defined as “…the capacity of the professional to anticipate an accident or
incident” (Clement, 2004, p. 18), and
a proactive response is warranted. In
1981, the Akins case established what
came to be known as “The Baseball
Rule.” This court ruling dictated that,
See I Don’t Care on Page 9
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I Don’t Care if I Never Get Back: Catastrophic Injury at the Ballpark
Continued From Page 8

a duty to spectators has been fulfilled if
stadium proprietors provide a protective screen for as many individuals who
may reasonably desire such safeguards
(Akins v. Glen Falls City Sch. District,
1981); it was reaffirmed in the 2001
case, Benejam v. Detroit Tigers, Inc.
Prior to the Crespin case, New Mexico
never addressed the baseball rule and
had neither adopted a strict nor modified interpretation of the baseball rule;
the Crespin litigation served as a case
of first impression.
Represented by attorney Jacob G. Vigil,
the plaintiffs alleged that such injuries during batting practice at Isotopes Park were
foreseeable and that the baseball club owed
a duty to protect its spectators from such
trauma by screening the left-field picnic
area and/or warning them that batting
practice had commenced (Edward C. v.
Albuquerque Baseball Club, LLC, et al.,
2010). Through premises liability law,
these invitees were owed a duty of care
to keep them safe, especially since a batting practice ball entering the picnic area
was foreseeable and occurs regularly. The
plaintiffs wished to reject the baseball rule
as, “It’s unfair, prehistoric, outdated, and
where else in our society do we accord some
multi-billion dollar industry the ability to
shirk off responsibility and accountability
when they harm somebody?” (J. Vigil, personal communication, November 22, 2011)
Conversely, the defendants (Albuquerque
Isotopes and City of Albuquerque), represented by Butt, Thornton, and Baehr, PC,
argued that the duty owed by baseball teams/
stadiums is limited in nature and unique due
to the characteristics of the sport (Edward C.
v. Albuquerque Baseball Club, LLC, et al.,
2010). Attendance at baseball games comes
with inherent risks associated with the game
itself and, as a spectator, you voluntarily assume those risks due to the fact that baseball

is unpredictable (C. Ramos & S. Garrett,
personal communication, November 22,
2011). Additionally, the defendants were
hoping for a strict interpretation of the
baseball rule; which dictates that a duty
to spectators has been fulfilled if stadium
proprietors provide a protective screen for as
many individuals who may reasonably desire
such safeguards (Akins v. Glen Falls City
Sch. Dist., 1981). It is the defense’s belief
that adopting the baseball rule in the state
of New Mexico will not guarantee blanket
immunity for baseball.
Following arguments at the District
level, “The District Court applied the most
limited duty, which is followed in a minority
of jurisdictions, commonly referred to as the
‘Baseball Rule’” (Edward C. v. Albuquerque
Baseball Club, LLC, et al., 2010). Summary
judgment was granted to all defendants,
which included the Albuquerque Isotopes,
City of Albuquerque, the Houston Astros,
and Dave Matranga (the player who hit batting practice homerun). It was determined
that the Albuquerque Isotopes (operators)
and City of Albuquerque (owners) had
satisfied a duty to their fans by providing a
protective screened area behind home-plate
for those fans who desired to sit behind it.
Although the Appellate Court affirmed
summary judgment for both the Astros
and player Dave Matranga, it reversed the
decision of the District Court. The Appellate Court, “…rejected [the] application of
the baseball rule, holding instead that these
Defendants owed a duty to exercise ordinary
care” (Edward C. v. Albuquerque Baseball
Club, LLC, et al., 2010). Ordinary care was
not implemented in this case and should
have included protection for spectators in
the left field picnic area; a protective screen
and/or notification that batting practice had
begun would have been appropriate. The
Appellate opinion further stated that, “…we
do not believe it is necessary to immunize
the Isotopes and the City against all risks

in order to preserve the game of baseball”
(Crespin v. Albuquerque Baseball Club,
LLC, et al., 2009).
The New Mexico Supreme Court
granted certiorari and agreed to hear
oral arguments in September, 2010.
The majority opinion declared that
owners, operators, and spectators owe
an equal duty of care as it relates to
safety; owners and operators must
also not increase the risk to spectators. In its filing, the court stated that,
“We adopt a limited duty [baseball]
rule that applies to o/o [owners/
operators] of a commercial baseball
setting” (Edward C. v. Albuquerque
Baseball Club, LLC, et al., 2010).
While, “Spectators must exercise
ordinary care to protect themselves
from the inherent risk of being hit
by a projectile that leaves the field of
play and the owner/occupant must
exercise ordinary care not to increase
that inherent risk…” (Edward C. v.
Albuquerque Baseball Club, LLC, et
al., 2010). The case was remanded
back to the District Court and has
a trial date set for August 6, 2012.
As a case of first impression, there are,
“…various iterations of the baseball rule
and our court sort of went half-way with
it” (M. Browde, personal communication,
November 16, 2011). Modern baseball is
no longer solely faced with the danger of
projectiles (balls and bats) entering the
stands during the course of a normal game.
Mascots, marketing/promotional diversions, multimedia displays, entertainment
zones, blimps, t-shirt guns, and areas where
sightlines are blocked (concourses and
concession stands) all present concerns for
fan safety. It will be interesting to see how
the jury approaches the need to balance the
authentic fan experience with the need for
the safety of the spectators. l
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Counterfeiters Siphon Millions of Dollars Away from
Leagues and their Teams, Inspiring a Solution

T

he selling of sports-related merchandise has arguably never
been greater than it is at this moment in
time with the Olympics winding down
and the beginning of the football season
drawing near.
The rights holders that have licensed
companies to sell merchandise around such
sporting events and their participants are
poised to reap a windfall.
Unfortunately, so, too, are a host of
companies that produce and sell unauthorized goods to consumers.
“Online fraudsters see a tremendous
opportunity in the passion and loyalty of
millions of sports fans, taking advantage
of both brands and fans online,” Frederick Felman, CMO of MarkMonitor, told
Professional Sports and the Law. “These
scammers compete with legitimate online
advertisers and e-commerce sites, driving
up costs for the brands and confusing fans.”
MarkMonitor, which devises strategies
to combat the production and sale of
counterfeit merchandise, is well-known
in the industry for its production of the
Brandjacking Index.
One of its most recent reports, released
last year, focused on online sports apparel.
It analyzed trends and statistics about
brand abuse online as well as anecdotal
information about the business and techni-

cal methods used by brandjackers.
Brandjacking, as defined by MarkMonitor, means to hijack a brand to deceive or
divert attention or revenue. Brandjacking
is often used in abusive or fraudulent activities devised for gain at the expense of
the goodwill, brand equity and customer

Online fraudsters see a
tremendous opportunity in the
passion and loyalty of millions of
sports fans, taking advantage of
both brands and fans online,

trust of actual brand owners.
As part of its Sports Apparel Online
report, MarkMonitor analyzed five major
sports brands, including US leagues and
international competitions, to see who
was using these brands in online trading
and promotion of sports apparel with
questionable provenance. Because its
objective was to measure a very specific
market segment and determine what kind
of abuse exists for these leading brands, it
did not look at individual team brands or
other sports-related offerings.
As a result of its analysis, MarkMonitor found more than 5,000 unauthorized
merchants selling more than 1.2 million

Don’t want to wait two months for your news?
Subscribe to Sports Litigation Alert!
You’ll receive sports law summaries, articles and news briefs
every two weeks AND have access to a searchable archive of
close to ten years of summaries and articles.
sportslitigationalert.com

shirts or jerseys annually over the Internet.
These so-called “fraudsters” also invested
heavily in paid search advertising, finding almost 28% of ads for the category
promoted suspicious goods, funneling an
estimated 11 million annual visits to their
sites from this marketing method alone.
In addition, MarkMonitor found almost 500 cybersquatted sites using other
monetization techniques, including payper-click ads and questionable affiliate
marketing practices, to capitalize on major
sports brands for their own financial gain.
Unfortunately, this makes it harder for fans
to find the real apparel sold by legitimate
vendors that are authorized by the sports
brands when shopping online.

Counterfeiters Employed
Three Methods to Siphon
Business Away from
Legitimate Rights Holders
These questionable sports apparel sellers
use savvy online marketing techniques
aimed at taking advantage of the dedicated
fan and naïve consumer. These questionable merchants use the three basic methods
that any customer can use to locate an online merchant, including direct navigation,
organic search, and paid search advertising.
Direct navigation occurs when a customer types in the domain name in their
browser. By purchasing cybersquatted
domains that are nearly the same as the
established brand and to which they have
no rights, the fraudsters can masquerade
as the actual sports brand.
Organic search results are the listings
that appear on search engine results pages
because they are relevant to the search terms,
as opposed to being paid advertisements.
Through the use of ‘black hat’ or other
questionable means, these fraudsters are
able to promote their sites. These deceitful
See Counterfeiters on Page 11
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sites can even rise to the top of the search
results pages and gather clicks and traffic.
The fraudsters also use paid search advertising by buying branded keywords to
trigger paid search ads, just like the actual
sports brands do. During the investigation,
they examined almost 480,000 paid search
ads, triggered by more than 280 keyword
combinations. They found that almost 28
percent of these ads, or more than 130,000
ads, promoted suspicious goods.
This means that suspected counterfeiters are competing with legitimate advertisers for advertising inventory, driving
prices up and even outbidding legitimate
advertisers for premium placement. As a
result, the legitimate advertisers have to
pay more for their search keywords and
compete with counterfeiters for traffic
seeking their brands.
In addition to these fraudulent websites,

there are also cases of mixing both fraudulent and legitimate sellers in a complex web.
For example, a cybersquatted site redirects
a visitor to an authorized dealer’s site. The
authorized dealers, then, are leveraging the
traffic of the cybersquatted domain to drive
their own revenue. The amount of traffic
that can be generated off the back of a
cybersquatted domain can be significant,
sometimes reaching up to several million
annual visits.
Another source of confusion for consumers seeking sports-branded apparel
occurs in the realm of affiliate marketing.
This occurs when an affiliate marketer
registers a cybersquatted domain involving a major sports league brand and then
links to popular retail and auction sites,
redirecting traffic to unauthorized channels. In return, the affiliate marketer is
compensated for all traffic that converts to

a sale on these unauthorized business-toconsumer (B2C) sites and the consumer
potentially ends up buying non-authentic
merchandise.
Brand abuse often leads to various
negative consequences and can result in
revenue loss, increased customer service
costs and exposure to legal liability. In order
to protect themselves from these negative effects, rights holders should create
enforcement strategies that better protect
their brand and attack the distribution of
such counterfeit products.
This is where MarkMonitor, an international company that provides services
aimed at preventing this growing problem,
has come into play for countless rights
holders with sophisticated solutions
involving online brand protection and
domain management services. l
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The Evolution of the United States – Japanese Player
Contract Agreement

E

ditor’s Note: What follows is a piece by
Robert J. Romano, founding partner
of The Romano Sports & Entertainment
Agency. Romano can be reached at (203)
777-9797)

History of the Agreement

ants’ objection, was required to return to
his Japanese team to fulfill his contractual
obligation with the Nankai Hawks. As a
result of this dispute, the initial The United
States—Japanese Player Contract Agreement
was signed stating that all Japanese professional baseball players will stay in Japan and
play for the NPB and all American professional baseball players, at either the major
and/or minor league level, will stay in the
U.S. and play for MLB.
By the 1990’s, salaries for MLB players,
as a result of free agency and advances made
by the MLB players’ association through
collective bargaining, increased significantly.1

The initial United States – Japanese Player
Contract Agreement was entered into in
1967 after a dispute arose between Major
League Baseball’s (MLB) San Francisco
Giants and Japanese Professional Baseball
League’s (NPB) Nankai Hawks over the
rights to pitcher Masanori Murakami. Prior
to the 1967 agreement, Murakami played
for the Giants’ minor league affiliate in
1 Top 6 -1990 MLB players’ salaries: Robin
Fresno, California. In 1964, Murakami was
Yount, Milwaukee Brewers, $ 3,200,000; Kirby
called up to the Giants and became the first
Puckett, Minnesota Twins, $ 2,816,667; Roger
Clemens, Boston Red Sox, $ 2,600,000; Paul
Japanese-born player to appear in a Major
Molitor, Milwaukee Brewers, $ 2,600,000; EdLeague Baseball game. Following the 1965
die Murray, Los Angeles Dodgers, $ 2,513,703;
season,
however,
overx the
8-9-11 Pro
Sports Murakami,
and the Law _7.5
4.25Gi8/9/11 2:40Don
PMMattingly,
Page 1 New York Yankees, $ 2,500,000

Japanese players, aware of these high salaries,
wanted to come to the U.S. to see if they
too could secure a lucrative contract with
an MLB franchise.
Hideo Nomo was the first NBP baseball
player who successfully “cashed in” by signing
with an MLB franchise. After retiring from
NPB in1994, he signed a 3 year, $4.3 million
dollar contract to play for the Los Angeles
Dodgers. Nomo was able to sign with the
Dodgers since the NPB players’ contract
reserve clause only controlled the actions of
Japanese players within the Japanese Professional Baseball League. The reserve clause
was silent when it came to players signing
with a non-Japanese baseball team.
A second Japanese player, pitcher Hideki
Irabu, wanted to play for the New York Yankees and asked for a trade from his current
See The Evolution on Page 13
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NPB club, the Chiba Lotte Marines. The
Chiba Lotte club agreed to the trade but
opted to send him to the San Diego Padres
instead. After a lengthy series of “negotiation”, MLB ordered the Padres to relinquish
all rights to Irabu, allowing him to sign with
the Yankees.
Another occurrence involved Alfonso
Soriano. Soriano wanted an increase from the
league minimum in which his current NPB
team, the Hiroshima Toyo Carps, was paying him. The Carps failed to make Soriano
a significant offer. He therefore decided to
retire from NPB to pursue a career with
an MLB franchise. Soriano was successful,
despite the best efforts of NPB to stop him
from signing with an MLB team, because
there were no rules to preclude him from
retiring from the NPB and signing with an
MLB franchise. Soriano was deemed a free
agent by MLB and signed a five-year, $3.1

million contract with the New York Yankees.
Following this series of player departures,
Japanese baseball clubs believed the players
exploited loopholes in United States – Japanese Player Contract Agreement, namely its
reserve clause. The reserve clause, the clubs
believed, allowed Japanese players to escape
their NPB contracts and play for MLB teams
without MLB teams having to compensate
their former NPB teams. Feeling they were
left with nothing, the NPB petitioned for a
new agreement with MLB that would govern
when a player could be released from his NPA
contract and play for an MLB franchise.
In 1998, a new “posting system” was
agreed upon, modifying the United States–
Japanese Player Contract Agreement in effect
between NPB and MLB. The new agreement, written by Orix Blue Wave general
manager Shigeyoshi Ino, designed a plan
wherein NPB players could be traded to an

MLB franchise in exchange for monetary
compensation. This new agreement applied
only to players currently under contract with
an NPB team. Free agents and players who
have completed nine years of service were
exempt from the posting rules and could
negotiate with foreign professional baseball
leagues without restraint. In addition, the
new agreement did not apply to Japanese
players who never played professionally in
Japan, or American players playing with an
NPB franchise. (These players are treated
by standard free agent rules.)
The term of this new agreement was for
one year with each league having the option
to terminate it by providing written notice by
June 18th of the year preceding termination
of the agreement. To date, neither MLB nor
NPB has exercised this termination option.
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How the Posting System
Works
The “posting system” works in the following
manner. Japanese players can request to be
posted by their current NPB club.2 If the
team agrees to grant the player’s request,
and only if the team agrees to do such, the
2 United States – Japanese Player Contract
Agreement paragraph 9.

team will then notify the NPB Commissioner’s Office of its decision. The NPB
Commissioner’s Office then contacts the
MLB Commissioner, who in turn notifies
all American and National League front
offices.
A Japanese baseball player can be posted
only between November 1st and March 1st.
Once posted, MLB teams have four days
to bid on rights to a thirty-day window of

Table 1
Date

Player posted

Team posting

Team claimed

Price

Feb. 2, 1999

Alejandro
Diaz
Timoniel
Perez
Ichiro Suzuki
Kazuhisa Ishii

Hiroshima Toyo Carp

Cincinnati Reds

$400,001

Hiroshima Toyo Carp

No claim

No Price

Orix Blue Wave
Yaklut Swallows

$13,125,000
$11,260,000

Ramón
Ramírez
Akinori
Otsuka
Akinori
Otsuka
Norihiro
Nakamura
Shinji Mori
Yusaku Iriki

Hiroshima Toyo Carp

Seattle Mariners
Los Angeles
Dodgers
New York
Yankees
No claim
San Diego
Padres
Los Angeles
Dodgers
Tampa Bay Rays
No claim

$300,000

Boston Red Sox

$51,111,111.11

Tampa Bay Rays

$4,550,000

New York
Yankees
No claim
No claim
Oakland
Athletics
Minnesota
Twins
New York
Yankees
No claim
Texas Rangers

$26,000,194

Milwaukee
Brewers

$2,500,000

Feb. 2, 1999
Nov. 9, 2000
Jan. 9, 2002
Feb. 6, 2003
Dec. 18, 2002
Nov. 19, 2003
Jan. 28, 2005
Nov. 6, 2005
Nov. 30, 2005
Nov. 9, 2006
Nov. 11, 2006
Nov. 20, 2006
Dec. 18, 2008
Jan. 8, 2009
Nov. 1, 2010
Nov. 17, 2010
Nov. 28, 2011
Dec. 1, 2011
Dec. 8, 2011
Dec. 12, 2011

Osaka Kintetsu
Buffalo
Chunichi Dragons
Orix Buffalo
Seibu Lions
Hokkaido Nippon
Ham Fighters
Seibu Lions

Daisuke
Matsuzaka
Akinori
Iwamura
Kei Igawa

Tokyo Yakult
Swallows
Hanshin Tigers

Koji Mitsui
Koji Mitsui
Hisashi
Iwakuma
Tsuyoshi
Nishioka
Hiroyuki
Nakajima
Hiroki Sanada
Yu Darvish
Norichika
Aoki

Saitama Seibu Lions
Saitama Seibu Lions
Tohoku Rakuten
Golden Eagles
Chiba Lotte Marines
Saitama Seibu Lions
Yokohama Bay Stars
Hokkaido Nippon
Ham Fighters
Tokyo Yakult
Swallows

$300,050
No Price

Not disclosed
$1,000,000
No Price

No Price
No Price
$19,100,
000-DNS
$5,329,000
$2,500,000–DNS
No Price
$51,703,411

exclusive contract negotiations with the
player.3 These bids are sealed and bidders
do not know the amount of another MLB
team’s bid. Placed in U.S. dollars, bids are
sent directly to the MLB Commissioner’s
Office.
Following the completion of the fourday auction period, MLB then notifies
the player’s NPB ballclub (via the NPB
Commissioner’s Office) of the winning
bidder.4 If the NPB club chooses to accept
the winning bid, they agree to grant the
MLB franchise a thirty-day period of private contract negotiations with the posted
player. If the NPB team rejects the bid,
they forfeit any bid amount offered by the
MLB franchise.5 Additionally, if the NPB
club accepts the bid, the MLB franchise
must come to contract terms with the player
within the thirty-day period. If a contract
is not signed between the posted Japanese
player and the MLB franchise, the player
returns to play for his NPB club and the
MLB franchise does not have to pay the bid
amount to the NPB team.6 However, if a
contract is reached, the MLB franchise has
to pay out its bid amount to the NPB team.
This amount is paid on top of whatever
amount it has contracted to pay the former
NPB player for his services.
Since the new United States-Japanese
Player Contract Agreement came into play
in 1998, 21 Japanese players have used the
posting system, with 14 signing contracts
with MLB franchises (see Table 1). l
3 United States – Japanese Player Contract
Agreement paragraph 9.
4 United States – Japanese Player Contract
Agreement paragraph 10.
5 United States – Japanese Player Contract
Agreement paragraph 10.
6 In 2010, the Oakland Athletics won the bid
for Japanese pitcher Hisashi Iwakuma with an
amount of $19.1 million. However, contract
negotiations failed and Oakland was returned
there bid offering.
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Pro Athletes, Workers’ Comp Claims and Forum Shopping
By Kevin Cooper

A

lthough they are not conventional
employees, professional athletes
do sustain on-the-job injuries and are,
therefore, eligible to file for workers’
compensation benefits. One big question
that remains is where are they eligible to
file a claim?
During the recent labor discord
between the National Football League
(NFL) and the NFL Players Association,
one of the big battles concerned workers’ compensation rights. The issue that
distressed owners most was the ability of
retired players to forum shop in hopes of
getting the most money in compensation.
California has long allowed retired
NFL players to file workers’ compensation claims so long as they played at least
one game in their career within the state.
California allowed such limited contacts as
a way of protecting transient workers like
truck drivers, but professional athletes have
been able to benefit as well. Players elect to
file in California because the state generally

provides higher workers’ compensation
benefit payouts than many other states.
Additionally, the statute of limitations is
longer in California, and players are filing
years after they have retired.
To prevent such forum shopping, some
teams are including forum selection clauses
in player contracts to ensure that workers’
compensation claims are limited to a certain state. One such team, the Cincinnati
Bengals, a self-ensuring Ohio employer, recently received a favorable decision from the
California Workers’ Compensation Appeals
Board (WCAB) that enforced such a clause.
The case, Booker v Cincinnati Bengals, Case
No. ADJ4661829 (May 1, 2012), held that
such forum selection provisions contained
in player contracts are valid and should be
enforced if reasonable. The WCAB ruled
that the choice-of-forum provision at issue
in Booker was reasonable and effective in a
case involving an NFL player who played
for the Bengals and submitted a claim for
cumulative injuries in California. In this
case, Ohio was to be the exclusive forum
for all claims.

Ohio itself has also been in the news
recently as it, like many other states, is
taking steps to clarify the forum in which
professional athletes may bring workers’
compensation claims. An amendment to
O.R.C. 4123.54 allows for coverage of
professional athletes and coaches through
league-sponsored policies where collective
bargaining rules call for uniform administration of workers’ compensation and
benefits, or where the players are employees
of a single-entity league and that league
maintains workers’ compensation coverage
for its players and coaches. If proof of such
coverage is provided to the administrator
of the Bureau of Workers’ Compensation
in either circumstance, then the laws of
the state where the policy is issued are the
exclusive remedy for injuries, occupational
diseases and death claims by a player, coach
or his/her family or dependents.

Kevin J. Cooper is an associate at
Roetzel & Andress. He can be reached
at 419.254.5257, or kcooper@
ralaw.com

Attorney Takes NFL to Task over Concussions in Paper
Joseph M. Hanna, a partner at Goldberg
Segalla LLP, has never been one to shy away
from controversial topics. He has written
frequently for Professional Sports and the
Law on the topic of diversity.
In Mid-August, Hanna published a paper that examined “the plight of NFL players
suffering from concussion-related injuries”
and the lingering question: “Will the NFL
face liability for its arguably deficient efforts
to inform players of the risks associated with
football induced head trauma?”
Hanna painted a picture of scientific
findings that demonstrated a link between
concussion and long-term disabilities.

However, the NFL Concussion Committee “denied a link between concussions
and cognitive decline, claimed that more
research was needed to reach a definitive
conclusion, and later stated: ‘[w]e own this
field. We are not going to bow to some
no-name Nigerian with some bullshit
theory.’ Noting that (ironically) no committee members were neuropathologists,
Omalu questioned the integrity of the NFL
Committee, quipping ‘[h]ow can doctors
who are not neuropathologists interpret
neuropathological findings better than
neuropathologists?’”
In a heavily footnoted article, Hanna

wrote that “although additional studies
(again in 2005 and later in 2008) reached
similar conclusions, the NFL continued to
ignore these findings. Instead, during its
first Concussion Summit in June 2007, the
league issued a warning pamphlet to players
which simply stated that ‘there is no magic
number for how many concussions is too
many.’ Dr. Ira Casson, the former NFL
Committee’s Co-Chair, publicly discounted
current research on the subject as unreliable
and inconclusive.”
To read the entire article, visit: http://
tinyurl.com/9ohuafx
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The Commissioner’s Power to Redress Club Mismanagement
Continued From Page 1

missioner’s broad power properly includes
activities that constitute systematic mismanagement of a club. Courts are likely
to uphold the commissioners’ power to
declare that systematic mismanagement
constitutes conduct contrary to the best
interests of the sport, and properly so.
Indeed, if courts do not uphold such a
broad power, or if owners sought to limit
the commissioners’ powers, this would
be a particularly strong justification for
justifying judicial or legislative reconsideration of the current governance of major
professional sports.

Why Do Sports Leagues
Need Commissioners?
Conventional wisdom states that the owners’ decision to create the unique office of
the Commissioner of Baseball saved the
national pastime from oblivion. It is worth

pausing to carefully consider why this was
so: if baseball faced an existential threat
from gambling, why couldn’t the owners
bring themselves to take swift and decisive
action against any player, coach, or executive involved in gambling in any way?
As the U.S. Supreme Court recently
recognized in an antitrust case,2 the answer
lies in the fundamental conflict of interest involved in North American sports
league governance. Speaking of the NFL
(although the same analysis applies to the
other leagues), the Court observed: “each
team’s decision reflects not only an interest
in [the league’s] profits but also an interest
in the team’s individual profits.”3 That is
to say, the most likely explanation of the
failure of the other 15 owners to respond
2 American Needle, Inc. v. National Football
League, 130 S.Ct. 2201 (2010).
3 Id. at 2215.

decisively to the Black Sox scandal was
their fear that similar punishment could
affect their own clubs. As is economically
rational, these owners put their clubs’
interest ahead of the best interests of
baseball, which is why an independent
commissioner was needed.

Why Do Sports Clubs Need
Private Owners?
The answer is the same one most of us
would give to why the American economy
is based on capitalism. Without the opportunity to obtain a return on the investment
of capital, business entities will be underfunded and will lack appropriate incentives
to innovate. (Ask left-wing intellectuals
hanging around Harvard Yard about the
benefits of new capital and innovation
See The Commissioner’s on Page 17
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since the purchase of the Boston Red Sox
by successful entrepreneurs.)
At the same time, leagues (and courts)
have recognized that the manner in which
an owner operates a club can have a significant effect on the league as a whole.
For this reason, sports leagues all have
rules requiring ownership changes to be
subject to league approval, and courts will
sustain league decisions in this regard absent proof that an owner was rejected for
a demonstrably anticompetitive reason.4
However, just as the 1920-era owners
were conflicted between their desire to
bar those associated with gambling and
their desire to protect their own assets,
owners today are conflicted between their
desire to work with fellow owners of high
competence and integrity and their desire
to sell their own team to whomever they
choose. (Would any league, other than
one controlled by owners, have really approved the completely unqualified widow
of L.A. Rams’ owner Carroll Rosenbloom
to shepherd that key franchise after his
untimely death?)

What should the scope
of the Commissioner’s
power be with
regard to systematic
mismanagement?
The foregoing suggests that sports leagues
need capitalist investors to make prudent
and sometimes risk-taking innovative investments, and to be appropriately rewarded through the appreciation in the value of
their franchise. The benefits of capitalism
do not accrue to the league or its fans if
owners can use “their” property solely for
4 Compare Levin v. NBA, 385 F.Supp. 149
(S.D.N.Y. 1974) (rejection of proposed Celtics’
owner not illegal) with North American Soccer
League v. NFL, 670 F.2d 1249 (2d Cir. 1982)
(barring owners from also owning soccer teams
harmed inter-sport competition).

short-term benefit. For this reason, when a
club owner is systematically mismanaging
a franchise, either out of personal pique,
a preference for incompetent family or
friends in executive positions, or out of
a strategic effort to loot the franchise of
its long-term value to meet shorter-term
priorities, these acts should be considered
conduct detrimental to the best interests of
the sport, and the Commissioner should
have the authority to intervene.

Commissioner intervention
to prevent systematic
mismanagement reflects
a natural evolution of the
powers of that office
Courts have historically recognized the
broad power of the Commissioner to
determine what is in the best interests
of the game, and to make clear that the
Commissioner had the power to act with
regard to conduct that was neither specifically illegal, nor raising serious questions
about the integrity of the game.5
Although not as clear-cut as the recent
Dodgers case, elements of mismanagement
played a major role in Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn’s intervention into the cash sale of
three star players by the Oakland A’s.6 Although Kuhn provided several reasons for
concluding that the sale was detrimental to
the best interests of baseball, among them
was the concern that A’s owner Charlie
Finley would pocket the cash rather than
re-invest in his club.
In the most recent case, Commissioner
Selig determined that a long-term sale of
5 Milwaukee American Ass’n v. Landis, 49 F.2d
298, 302 (N.D. Ill. 1931) (upholding Commissioner Landis’ intervention into St. Louis
Browns’ effort to exploit a loophole in farm
system rules to allow the browns to hold onto
a minor league player).
6 See Finley v. Kuhn, 569 F.2d 527 (7th Cir.
1978).

local broadcast rights on terms that provided front-loaded payments, principally
to enable owner Frank McCourt to settle
acrimonious divorce litigation, on top of
repeated withdrawals of funds from the
club (in excess of $100 million) to maintain an exorbitant personal life style, was
likewise conduct detrimental to the best
interests of baseball. Because all sports
depend for long-term success on fans’
trust and loyalty, it doesn’t do to suggest
that unhappy Dodger fans should simply
switch their patronage to the Angels,
another sports team, or buy lots of books
for summer reading. l

Stephen F. Ross is the Lewis H. Vovakis Distinguished Faculty Scholar,
Professor of Law, and Director of
the Penn State Institute for Sports
Law, Policy, and Research. Prior to
joining the Penn State Law faculty,
Ross held a variety of positions outside of the teaching profession. He
spent several years in Washington,
D.C., as an attorney for the Federal
Trade Commission and the Antitrust
Division of the U.S. Department of
Justice, clerked for Judge Ruth Bader
Ginsburg of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia,
and served as minority counsel for
the Committee on the Judiciary of
the U.S. Senate. Ross is the author
of the Principles of Antitrust Law
(2003) and scholarly works on
U.S. and Canadian antitrust and
competition policies, domestic and
international sports antitrust issues, statutory interpretation, and
comparative Canadian law. He is
also a senior fellow of the American
Antitrust Institute and serves as pro
bono counsel to the AAI and the
Consumer Federation of America on
antitrust and sports litigation. He
can be reached at sfr10@dsl.psu.edu
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show. The photographers used their own
camera equipment and processed all films
themselves. When photographing the show,
the photographers had no control over the
position or appearance of their subjects (i.e.,
Winfrey, her guests, the audience, etc.), and
were restricted to certain locations. Neither
photographer worked pursuant to a written
agreement, and both men billed a flat fee
and expenses for each show they photographed. Finally, neither photographer had
taxes or other deductions removed from
their checks, nor did they receive any other
benefits traditionally given to employees
(insurance, vacation time, etc.).
Starting to sound familiar?
Upon publishing 11 of the photographers’ pictures in her book, Make the
Connection, without permission, the
photographers filed a copyright infringement action against Oprah Winfrey and a

number of related entities.

Analysis of the Parties’
Rights
To establish copyright infringement, the
photographers needed to demonstrate
that they owned the copyrights to the
photographs. Under the Copyright Act,
ownership of a copyright “vests initially
in the author or authors of the work.”2
Usually, the author of a work is the person who translates an idea into a fixed,
tangible expression entitled to copyright
protection.3 Accordingly, a photographer
is usually deemed the author of his or her
photographs. However, as is often the case
in matters of the law, exceptions exist. Two
2 17 U.S.C. § 201(a)
3 See Community for Creative Non-Violence v.
Reid, 490 U.S. 730, 737, 109 S.Ct. 2166, 104
L.Ed.2d 811 (1989).

specific exceptions relevant to this case
were the “work made for hire” and “joint
work” exceptions.

Work Made For Hire
Works made for hire are “authored” by the
hiring party, meaning that the initial owner
of the work for copyright purposes is not
the creator of the work, but the employer
or the party that ordered the work.4 A work
made for hire is “(1) a work prepared by
an employee within the scope of his or her
employment; or (2) a work specially ordered
or commissioned ... if the parties expressly
agree in a written instrument signed by
See What Sports on Page 19
4 See 17 U.S.C. § 201(b), which states “In the
case of a work made for hire, the employer or
other person for whom the work was prepared
is considered the author for purposes of this
title.”

Scott A. Andresen
ANDRESEN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
3025 North California Avenue, Suite 4 S.E.
Chicago, Illinois 60618-7009
scott@andresenlawfirm.com
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them that the work shall be considered
a work made for hire” [emphasis added].5
While Oprah, et al necessarily conceded
that they did not have a written “work made
for hire” agreement with either photographer covering the photographs in question,
they argued that the photographers were
employees (as opposed to independent
contractors) when they took the photos.
The United States Supreme Court set
forth a non-exhaustive, thirteen-factor
test for determining whether the originator of a work is an employee within the
meaning of the Copyright Act’s work
made for hire provision. The Reid factors
are the hiring party’s right to control the
manner and means by which the product
is accomplished[;] ... the skill required;
the source of the instrumentalities and
tools; the location of the work; the duration of the relationship between the
parties; whether the hiring party has the
right to assign additional projects to the
hired party; the extent of the hired party’s
discretion over when and how long to
work; the method of payments; the hired
party’s role in hiring and paying assistants;
whether the work is part of the regular
business of the hiring party; whether the
hiring party is in business; the provision
of employee benefits; and the tax treatment of the hired party.6
Applying the Reid factors to the circumstances present, the Court determined
that the photographers were independent
contractors and not employees.

Co-authors of a joint work generally hold
undivided interests in a work, despite any
differences in each author’s contribution.
But, the Oprah court cautioned that “[a]
contributor is not considered an `author,’
and does not gain a co-owner copyright
interest unless [its] contribution, standing
alone, is copyrightable.”
Oprah, et al claimed that they owned
the copyrights of the photographs jointly
with the photographers because they were
co-authors of the photographs by virtue
of Ms. Winfrey’s ‘authorship’ of her facial
expressions, attire, the look and mood of
the show, the choice of guests, the staging

Joint Work

License

A joint work is a work prepared by two or
more authors with the intention that their
contributions be merged into inseparable or
interdependent parts of a unitary whole.7
5 17 U.S.C. § 101
6 See Reid, 490 U.S. at 751, 109 S.Ct. 2166.
7 17 U.S.C. § 101

Oprah, et al claimed that
they owned the copyrights of
the photographs jointly with
the photographers because
they were co-authors of the
photographs by virtue of Ms.
Winfrey’s ‘authorship’ of her
facial expressions, attire, the
look and mood of the show, the
choice of guests, the staging of
the show, and so on.

of the show, and so on.
The Court soundly and completely
rejected this argument based on the fact
that only the photographers contributed
any copyrightable elements to the photos.

The last contention of the Oprah defendants was that they had an implied license to
use the photographs based on the conduct
of the parties. While the court agreed, it
stated that the duration and scope of a
license was a matter of fact to be determined at trial. What is more interesting

to note on this issue is that the applicable
case law indicated that an implied license
of indeterminate duration was terminable
at will—meaning that the photographers
could terminate the defendants’ license to
use the photographs at any time.

What Oprah Taught Us?
Oprah has taught us that it is better to err
on the side of caution and have a work
for hire agreement in place with any photographers utilized by your organization
(including interns/volunteers). However,
while standard work for hire agreements
simply make a declaration that the work
ordered or commissioned is, in fact, a ‘work
for hire’ pursuant to applicable law, it is
important to remember that only works
“specially ordered or commissioned for
use as a contribution to a collective work,
as a part of a motion picture or other
audiovisual work, as a translation, as a
supplementary work, as a compilation, as
an instructional text, as a test, as answer
material for a test, or as an atlas” are actually capable of being a ‘work made for hire’
under the Copyright Act.8 To that end, it
is also wise to include an assignment of
rights of provision9 in your work for hire
agreement under the “belt and suspenders” approach to avoiding risk, liability or
embarrassment. l

Scott A. Andresen is the principal
of Andresen & Associates. He can be
reached at scott@andresenlawfirm.
com
8 Id.
9 e.g., “To the extent any of the Works are not
the property of Company pursuant to applicable law, Contractor hereby irrevocably and
exclusively transfers and assigns to Company, all
right, title and interest in and to said Works.“
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Penguins Face Lawsuit Over Text Message Campaign
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plaintiffs’ attorneys are now targeting a
broader range of issues. The new cases
are less about consumer protection,
and more about money. Indeed, with
settlements in the millions of dollars,
it’s no surprise that plaintiffs’ attorneys
are getting more aggressive. In recent
months, they’ve challenged several
sports entities, including the Penguins,
NASCAR, and the NFL.
Although some of these cases are
unpredictable, there are a few easy steps
companies can take to reduce their risks:
●● Get consent. The most important
step is to get consent before you send
a text message. The consent must be
specific to SMS — consent to receive
other types of marketing messages isn’t
enough — and it must be tailored
to the types of messages you plan to

●●

●●

●●

send.
Draft terms carefully. Make sure
your terms accurately reflect how you
plan to run your campaign. Little
things can make big differences. For
example, the Penguins may have
been able to avoid the suit if they had
written “approximately 3 messages a
week” instead of “maximum of 3 messages a week.”
Do what you say. This should be obvious, but it’s important to ensure you
run your campaign in a manner that
is consistent with your terms. The suit
against the Penguins demonstrates
that even minor deviations could lead
to a lawsuit.
Process opt-outs promptly. If a
person opts out, you should process
the request promptly to ensure that

person does not receive any additional
text messages. Again, the Penguins
lawsuit demonstrates that even a few
extra messages could lead to problems.
If you’re new to mobile marketing —
and perhaps even if you’re not — make sure
you have a copy of the MMA Guidelines
on your desk before you start. You may
also want to keep your lawyer’s phone
number handy. A little careful planning
on the front end can help save you a lot
of headaches and legal fees later. l

Gonzalo E. Mon is a partner in the
Advertising Law practice at Kelley
Drye & Warren LLP. You can reach
him at gmon@kelleydrye.com. Read
more on Kelley Drye’s advertising
blog, www.adlawaccess.com.

Edward Schauder, an attorney at
Sichenzia Ross Friedman Ference LLP,
is poised to help you accomplish all of
these objectives.
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• All corporate transactions and
financings;
• Sponsorships, endorsements,
licensing and protection of
intellectual property rights;
• Organizing alumni associations into
revenue generating streams; and
• Commercial litigation and
arbitration.

Sichenzia RoSS FRiedman FeRence LLP
Sichenzia Ross Friedman Ference LLP is a full service law firm offering top-tier “big firm” qualities with
the personal responsiveness of a small firm. We pride ourselves on our attention to details and believe in
the motto, Practical Advice, Effective Solutions.
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